
re-imagining homes
Creating a multi-room Digital Entertainment

Experience for the Milan Parikh residence

We believe that smart infrastructure is possibly even more empowering at home, than it is

in workspaces. At the Parikh residence, Actis has provided a multi-room, multi-content entertainment delivery system. 

In addition we’ve enabled several home automation and environment control features to enhance  

the convenience of managing residential electronic systems.
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The Challenge

Milan Parikh is Head of the Marketing, Sales- 

Distribution & Trading division at Mahendra Brothers, 

a premium diamond and jewellery manufacturing 

company. He oversees the group's participation in 

DTC initiatives, as well as other advertising and 

promotional activities

The challenge was to create a “smarter” leisure 

environment in a 3-storey residence, which would 

increase the convenience and comfort for every 

member of the family. Specific areas that needed to 

be addressed were entertainment and lighting 

management, which needed to be provided in a way 

that was intuitive for residents and guests to use.

Note: Pictures used are for illustrative purposes only

multi-room
digital entertainment experience



For the Parikh residence, Actis created a  Smart Home system

which included a whole-house lighting management system, home 

cinema, a centralised music server and a  system.multi-room audio

This allows the residents , which can intelligent lighting control

be used to create the perfect ambience with lighting scenes to 

match your mood.

The multi-room audio system features a , centralised music library

while an  entertains you in advanced home cinema system

moments of leisure.

The Solution

The Home Cinema room

Intelligent Lighting Control



Centralised server 

archives the favourite 

music for all family 

members

Sleek keypads create the 

perfect mood lighting for 

parties, movie viewing or 

family gatherings

What’s inside this home?
Touch panel provides

complete access to lighting

and music controls

Note: The illustrations depicted here are for representative purposes only.

Residents enjoy

the following benefits:

3-storey audio distribution via 

iPod docking stations, plays 

music from any room Advanced projection system 

creates the ultimate movie 

watching experience



The Result

While the music server, audio distribution and home cinema provide the best in entertainment, the 

smart home solutions go even further. Multi-room lighting and music control ensure a comfortable 

experience and also help manage another important factor – power consumption.

The result is - a Smart Home which makes leisure moments more entertaining and brings convenience 

and comfort to all.

Thanks to Actis, I am a proud owner of the 

latest in technology, which has not only made 

my life comfortable but also exciting!

Milan Parikh
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